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niin’s creation process

Inspired by nature, niin designs have been described as modern eco-chic. Each collection 
features natural elements and organic shapes which combine to form dynamic, bold, earthy 
pieces.

From the original inspiration through to production, niin’s collections retain a very  
personal, tactile quality.  Each piece is delicately hand-made to retain the integrity of the original  
materials, also giving them an individual personality as no two are exactly the same.

In production, niin supports small / family run businesses and communities. niin’s first  
producers were a husband and wife team whom Jeanine Hsu befriended at a Hong Kong 
market. They still produce for niin today, alongside other family run businesses in the Philippines 
and Thailand that niin visits regularly.

niin’s materials

Jeanine Hsu is passionate about environmental protection and conservation; so, wherever 
possible, niin uses sustainable / recycled materials and production methods.  

niin has set up a production chain where off-cuts from one of Asia’s high-end furniture  
factories are taken to workshops and up-cycled into niin designs. Jeanine collects  
discarded shells from seafood restaurants to use in several of her designs. Utilising these off-cuts 
and factory seconds ensures as little as possible goes to waste.  Because each niin collection 
features various elements of recycled or sustainably sourced materials, every piece is unique.

London-born, Hong Kong / Austrian designer 
Jeanine Hsu launched niin in 2009.  Graduating from  
Central Saint Martin’s with a BA Honours in Fashion  
Design  (Womens wear), Jeanine gained industry  
experience working for international brands such as 
Vivienne Westwood and Temperley London.  

Noticing a niche in the market for more sustainable, 
environmentally friendly fashion, Hsu decided to start 
niin with the aim of creating artisan jewellery that  
combines natural materials and a light environmental  
footprint.

niin handcrafts nature’s treasures to create original 
jewellery and accessories, with sustainable and ethical 
practices at it’s core.

niin has built its name on its passion for unique  
design and raw creativity with a penchant for the chic 
and wearable. Its commitment to natural beauty and 
environmental responsibility inspires its individual 
aesthetic. Relying on natural materials, you’ll discover  
simple pieces of nature transformed into inspiring  
treasures.

A global eco-jewellery brand, 
treading lightly on the earth



NATURE’S TREASURES
CRAFTED BY NIIN

niin handcrafts nature’s treasures to 
create original jewellery and accessories 

with sustainable and ethical practices at its core.



Using the symbols found from the papyrus texts 
of the Greeks, each planet’s story is told by the  
materials and design in this collection. Pure Grown 
yellow diamonds represent the energy that is  
coming through this year as they are made through 
high pressure and high-temperature process. These 
precious stones are conflict-free as there is no mining 
required from the earth and there are not unethical 
practices.

Encased in 18K gold, the Pure Grown yellow diamonds 
are adorned by black spinel, conflict-free white  
diamonds and mother of pearl, to create a cosmic 
collection.





Solar Fine launch



Ha tha
The Ha tha collection serves as a reminder that 
we are always in the balancing of masculine and  
feminine, darkness and light. Represented by the sun 
and moon, the two energies are intertwined into each 
of us as we hope to stay in the dance together as one 
with nature.

Ha, representing the sun, and being masculine is 
hot and active like the solid metals in the collection;  
stainless steel, rose gold, silver and brushed copper.

Tha, representing the moon and femininity is cool,  
receptive, gentle like the earthy materials of upcycled 
woods, abalone shells and white Agate stone.





Ha Tha launch



Ikigai
Ikigai is a philosophy in Japanese culture meaning  
“A reason for being”.

A discovery of your Ikigai requires time to search  
within yourself and when you find it, you become one 
with it and present to your life’s purpose.

The Ikigai collection brings together natural  
elements of upcycled oyster shells, offcuts of grey 
wood from a furniture factory, stainless steel and white  
agate stone, each representing a piece of the Ikigai 
wheel.





IKIGAI launch



Sisu
Sisu is a Finnish word that speaks to tenacity,  
valor and perseverance. It is believed to be an  
inherent characteristic that captures the extraordinary  
determination, bravery and resoluteness that exists 
within us all.

The Sisu Collection features sculptural, geometric  
designs, crafted with red tiger’s eye, smoky quartz, 
paua shell, silver and brass.





SISU launch



The niin Gaia Fine Collection is about solidarity with 
our earth. These designs celebrate the beauty of  
nature with jewellery hand-crafted to showcase  
environmental elements and endangered species in 
need of our protection.

Organic, intricate and elegant, each piece from 
the Gaia Fine Collection has been created using  
conflict-free precious stones and 18 karat gold. Each 
unique design is a reminder of what our incredible 
planet and her creatures face, inspiring us to protect 
and preserve what was here long before us.





BOUTIQUE OPENING



Paula Taylor-Buttery, Jocelyn Luko-Sandstrom,  
Rosemary Vandenbroucke
niin Ajei Collection Launch, 2016

Kate Moss
 The China Club, HK - Sir David Tang’s Art Dinner, 2014

Alexandra Aguilera,  
Olivia Buckingham

Hong Kong Tatler Ball 2016
Elle Lee

Poppy Delevigne 
 Nails Inc 2013

niin is proud to call a number of Asian and international 
celebrities part of the niin family, including:

Angie Ng Ankie Beilke 
niin Ha tha Collection Launch, 2018

Utah Lee
The Living Well Partnership Launch at  

The Landmark Oriental 

Jana Tomas Bikini A Day girlsNicole Scherzinger

Celebrities Choices

Amanda Strang

Cindy Sirinya

Sabrina Sikora

Ella Henderson



Harper’s Bazaar Hong Kong
December 2018

My Hong Kong Wedding
Summer 2018

Hong Kong Tatler 
April 2018

AsiaSpa
May/June 2018

Press

Sing Tao Hong Kong
June 2019



Financial Times 
September 2017

The New York Times 
November 2017

Hong Kong Tatler
January 2017

The Standard
September 2017

Hong Kong Tatler Jewels
October 2017
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In House
December 2016

WWD Accessories
July 2014

VOGUE China
July 2014

Cosmopolitan  
Hong Kong

August 2015

Hashtag Legend
July 2016



Distance is no longer a difference, 
find us worldwide

n i i n boutique
2A, Gough Plaza, 33 Gough Street, 

Central, Hong Kong

Online

www.niinstyle.com

Zalora
www.zalora.com.hk/women/niin/

Hong Kong

Bookazine - 6 Stores
  

Hong Kong Design Gallery - HKCEC, Wan Chai

Indigo Living - Landmark Central

Intercontinental I-Spa - Salisbury Road, Tsim Sha 
Tsui

Kapok - PMQ 

Kidnapped Bookshop - Sai Kung

 Petit Bazaar - Central

The Landmark Mandarin Oriental Spa - Central

The Upper House Hotel - Admiralty

Rue Madame - IFC

Verde Organic - Central 

Macau

Banyan Tree Hotel

The Wynn Casino

ASIA
Cambodia

Song Saa Eco Resort

Indonesia

Banyan Tree - Bintan
 

Four Seasons (Bali) - Jimbaran Bay & Ubud

Japan

Kapok, Tokyo

Philippines

Amanpulo, Pamalican Island, Palawan

Singapore

Coco Takumi 

Fullerton Hotel Boutique

Thailand

Andara Boutique - The Plaza Surin, Phuket

The Banyan Tree Resort - Bangkok & Phuket

Six Senses, Koh Samui

Six Senses Evason Resort, Hua Hin

Wings by Hejselbjerg - Phuket

Europe

Austria

Aurelio Hotel - Lech

Strolz Sport & Mode - Lech am Alberg

italy

Is Fradis Beach Club - Castiadas

United Kingdom

Four Seasons Hotel, Park Lane, London

Pacific

New Zealand

Huka Lodge

America

United States of America

EnAvance



treading lightly on the earth

Shop 2A,  
33 Gough Street, Gough Plaza

Central, Hong Kong

+852 2878 8811
info@niinstyle.com

www.niinstyle.com

@niin.jewellery @niin_style @niin_style




